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Why The West Want Sub-Sahara Africa To Stay Poor.

Fellow Africans, Howard Nicholas is not your enemy, he's actually your friend.

He's bold enough to tell you to stop being #SlavesByChoice

Your NGOs, CSOs, Journalists in collaboration with @cnni etc are used to

destabilize YOU!
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Your raw materials in #Nigeria, #Congo, #Cameroon, #Ghana, #Rwanda etc is the simple target.

They send funds to those among you running NGOs/CSOs, make those ones #SlavesByChoice so as to keep you all

ENSLAVED.



Your underdevelopment is caused by "colonization", OK.

By now you are being recolonized in a new way. This time around, it is #SlavesByChoice. Some Nigerians talking about

Ghana & applauding them didn't even know that Ghana has lost of of their villages to the Western Country.



When you see your "big mummies" selling the dummy of the Western world via IMF & the likes, when you see @cnni

making them their beloved Heck-Horrormist to talk down Nigeria & paint the Govt bad, the purpose is simple. MISLEAD the

people & make them #SlavesByChoice

https://twitter.com/cnni


Industrialization is your solution AFRICA.

"The lazy do not roast any game, but the diligent feed on the riches of the hunt."..Pro 12:27

Stop EXPORTING your raw materials only to IMPORT finished products. This is why they love to DICTATE who win your

elections. #SlavesByTrade



If you think the West will close their eyes especially on Nigeria & allow it to sail smoothly, you're joking.

Every "protest" is targeted at destabilizing your land. Then they move in giving you "aid", your CSOs & NGOs taste this

blood & become willing tools. #SlavesByChoice



All those Oyinbo demons on twitter ANALYZING economy for you, they are simply doing it at a cost, to make you all

#SlavesByChoice

Why do you think they are seriously discouraging Nigeria from taking China loan instead of turning to the West?

IMF hated Kemi Adeosun with passion!



Yes, loans are very important but from who and for what?

If those loans taken had been specifically channeled towards infrastructures and Lagos-Ibadan rail you have seen, things

would have changed.

Guys, Howard Nicholas is your Friend in Africa.



One of the easiest ways to cut off the control link is to cut of the likes of "Transparency International", SERAP, NGOs/CSOs

who are SPONSORED to keep your Nations in bad shape.

As long as you're scared of chasing them away, you'll remain #SlavesByChoice
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